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he ancient Egyptians believed that after death their
spirits would travel to another world during the day,
and at night would return to their bodies. In order for

a person’s spirit to live forever, it had to be able to recognize

I After the body
had been

washed with wine
and spices, all of
the parts that might
decay were
removed. The
embalmers first
removea tne Drain
through the nose using a tong hook. Next they made a
deep cut in the abdomen and took out the internal organs:
the lungs, the stomach, the liver and the intestines.
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2 The body was
stuffed with

bundles of a strong
drying salt called
natron. It was then
completely covered
with natron and
placed on a slanted

embalming couch
so that any fluids that dripped out as the body was drying
could be collected and buried along with it.

3 While the
body was

drying, the internal
organs were also
dried and pre
served with natron.
They were then
wrapped in strips of

linen, placed in tiny
7coffins and put in a chest divided into four compartintmts.

Each compartment had a lid with the face of a pharaoh.
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and return to the body. If a spirit couldn’t recognize the body
it belonged to, it would die. That is why the Egyptians wanted
to preserve the bodies of their dead in as lifelike a state as
possible. Mummification guaranteed eternal life for the spint.

4 Alter forty days the body, now completely dry and
shrunken, was removed from the natron. The bundles of

natron were taken from inside the body cavity and the whole
body was washed inside and out with oil and fragrant spices.

5 The mummy’s head and body were packed with linen
soaked in scented oil so that they would regain the

shape they had in lik. Once this was done, the mummy
could be coveted with necklaces, rings and bracelets made
of gold and gems.

6 The entire body was
then covered in

shrouds and bound with
strips of linen until the
mummy had returned to
its original size. This was a
complicated job and could
take as long as a week.

SmaLl magical objects were
placed between the layers
of wrapping to protect the
mummy’s spirit on its way
to the aftenvorld.

7After the
wrapping was

finished, the head

of the mummy was
covered with a
portrait mask, just to
make sure that the

spirit would recog

nize it. The masked

mummy was then placed in a series of gilded wooden

coftins and put into a sarcophagus.
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The Ancient Egyptian Child’s Complete Guide to Mummy Making
Translated from the neo-Coptic by Martha Stutankhamen

If you happen to be an ancient Egyptian child, living
before AD 500, and have a dead animal on hand whose

body you want to preserve, follow these easy steps.
Mummifring is a bit tricky, so be sure you get the

permission and supervision of a parent, a high priest,
or your school principaL It’s also very messy, so cover

your worktable with plenty of old papyrus.

Find a
dead body.

2 Take a long needle with a twist>c
spiral end and poke a hole through

the body% nostriL Then, using the twisty
end, pull out the brains, bit by bit (Not
necessary when mummifying an ani
mal—unless you want extra credit)

3 Cut open the body and take out
all the organs, except the heart

You’ll need to leave the heart in
there because it holds the souL

4Put the livet, lungs, stomach, and
intestines in their own separate jars.

These are called canopic jars, and the lid of
each has a special shape: a man, a baboon,
a jackal, and a falcon. You don’t need the
rest of the guts, so you can throw them in
the nearest sand pit

5Wash out the insides of the head and
the body with palm wine. This helps kill

the germs and makes it stink a little less.

6Cover the body with natron. This is sort
of a combination of salt and baking

soda. It dries out the body and helps pre
serve it without watet germs can’t live.

7Waft forty days.
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8The body should now be completely dried

out Rub it with oil frankincense, and other
spices. Then cover it with resin to seal out
germs and wetness.

9Wrap the body in strips of linen. 6e neat,
because this is what gives it that

“mummy

Congratulations! You’ve made a mummy.
Now its ready to be laid to rest In our next
issue: How to build your own pyramid. (You
might want to start collecting two or three
million ten-ton rocks
in your garage.)
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“HOW MUMMIES WERE MADE”

INTRO What did Egyptians believe had to happen if a person’s spirit was
to five forever?

I What 2 things were used to wash the body?
How did embalmers remove the brain?

What was done with the removed brain?

What 4 internal organs were taken out?
1.

________ ________

3.

______

4.,

_______

What organ was left inside the body?

__________________

2 What is the name of the drying salt that was packed inside the body
and also used to cover the body?

Why was the body placed on a slanted embalming couch?

3 The internal organs were dried and preserved with natron too. What
type of cloth were they wrapped in?

_____________

After wrapping, the organs were placed in

_____________jars.

4 How many days was the body left to dry in natron?

_________

days

What 2 things were used to wash the body now?
1.

____________

2.

_________________________

5 Why was the head and body of the mummy packed with linen?

What items were put on the mummy that grave robbers would want?



6 What type of cloth was used to wrap the mummy?

What was placed between the layers of wrapping to protect the
mummy’s spirit on its way to the afterwodd?

7 Why was a portrait mask (a mask painted to look like the dead person)
placed on the mummy?

The masked mummy was then placed inside gilded(trimmed with gold)
wooden coffins and put into a

__________________________

“ThE ANCIENT EGYPUAN CHILD’S COMPLETE GUIDE TO

MUMMY MAKIGw

4 What 4 heads were on the canopsc jars that held the internal organs?

1.

__________

2.

__________

3.

___________

4.

_____________

6 Natron is sort of a combination of

_________ ____________________

8 After rubbing the body with oil, frankincense, and other spices, it would
be covered with

_____________

to seal out germs and wetness.

and just in case you were wondeñng._
It takes over 400 yards of linen to wrap a mummy (height of

Empire State Building)

Egyptians mummified animals that they thought were sacred
like cats, crocodiles, and baboons.

Besides finding jewelry in mummy wrappings, scientists have
also found dead mice and lizards left by mistake.


